Small Group Instructions

1. Each of your groups has a 4-page group response form. You have a lot of choices to make in your groups tonight and you'll use that form to indicate your choices.

2. After your group has had a good discussion about what you think about Alternatives #1, #2, and #3, it's time to start putting your choices down on your group response form.

3. Your choices for Alternative #1 are on the first two pages of your form.
   - Please first indicate your group’s level of support for that alternative by circling ONE number: 0 is no support at all and 10 is full support.
   - After you’ve rated the alternative, please move onto your second set of choices, the guardrail/barrier options, which you will find on page 2 of your form. Please review the pictures and then as a group rank your preferences from 1 to 5, with #1 being the option your group likes best and #5 being the option your group likes least.
   - Then move on to the following two questions, which asks you to list the things that would INCREASE your group’s support for that alternative, and what would DECREASE your group’s support.

   - Again, first indicate your group’s level of support for the alternative by circling ONE number.
   - Your second choice to make with Alternative #2 is about detention. As Bob explained, you have options a. and b. from which to choose. Please circle only ONE of those options.
   - Then provide answers to the two questions about what would increase and decrease your level of support for Alternative #2.

5. Your choices for Alternative #3 are similar to Alternative #2, including level of support and choosing only one of the two detention options a. or b. Please also let us know what would increase and decrease your group’s level of support for Alternative #3.

6. When all groups have finished, we will ask for report-out from your groups.